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Mistletoe, Cranberries, and Apple Pie
Lydia Peterson
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Love in the Time of Global Warming
Nicole Walker
I don’t think Erik and I had the “be as one” phrase
in our marriage vows, but there are days when
it’s true. It is usually in a car, driving. Johnny Cash
sings “If I were a carpenter and you were a lady
would you marry me anyway? Would you have my
baby?” June Carter sings “yes” and Erik sings along
with her and I sing with Johnny. We are on our way
to Home Depot. Erik is installing baseboards in the
hallway. I told him the molding was fine but he’s
right, the old ones had been kicked and scuffed
beyond repair. It will take him three weeks to paint
the trim using his toxic, scuff-preventing paint. He
does it freehand. He is perfect and precise. It’s why
he paints our daughter Zoe’s fingernails instead of
me.
But there are days not like that. Days at Sam’s
Club because we don’t have a Costco in Flagstaff,
Arizona and the kids need thirty-six juice boxes to
get them through two weeks of school and two
mom-brings-the-snack events.
“I think we should cancel the membership. It’s the
same as Walmart,” I say.
“But we’re sticking it to them by buying gas. The
gas is actually a loss for them,” Erik says.
“But I hate Walmart so badly.”
“I like the snacks,” Zoe chimes in as she asks if she
can have another sample of bacon.
Tillamook Cheese and $13 bottles of Joel Gott
make it worth it to me. I won’t buy the steaks there
even though their meat is supposedly the freshest
in town. If I’m going to eat meat, I’m only going to
buy the kind from Flying M Ranch, grassfed, local,
which is $6.99 a pound for hamburger. Three times
what it is at Sam’s. And I mean it. I won’t buy it.
Until I see the steaks and the hamburger on sale
and I really want to make tacos. I put the Sam’s
Club meat in my cart. I hate being a hypocrite,
which just makes me more of a hypocrite, which
makes me grumpy and oversensitive and a FUN
shopping partner!
I’m still complaining as I continue to pile stuff into
the cart. Erik puts his own addiction into the cart:
a city of paper towels.

“No way. Not those. We do not need that many
paper towels. Where will we put them?”
“I need them to finish painting the hallway.”
Finish painting words are usually golden words to
convince me to go along with anything he says,
but not this time.
“They’re not even recycled.” Although I protest, we
both keep walking toward the check-out.
“I have my own card.” He puts them on the
conveyer belt.
At first, I let them sit there. Then, I shake my head.
I’m snarking under my breath and then I get loud
and say, “No way. We cannot get them.”
I take them off the conveyer belt. Everyone is
looking at us. I know I am embarrassing Erik, but
this is beyond unreasonable.
“Everyone is looking,” he whisper-yells as he puts
the paper towels back on the belt.
“I don’t care if they’re looking. They’re not recycled,”
I leave them alone on the conveyer belt but I keep
yelling. “You don’t even care. The planet’s going to
hell and you don’t care if it’s scorched and burned
for your kids. Sorry kids, get another planet.”
“Oh, and your wine bottles are so recycled.”
Oh great. Now it’s not just drinking the wine that’s
bad. It’s what the wine comes in too. There is no
free drinking in this land.
“That’s fine. Tell the kids to their faces that you
don’t care if they even have any trees left after
we die.” We leave. I’m still yelling. Paper towels
purchased, in the cart.
We load the groceries into the car, handing paper
towels and wine to each other, picking up one kid,
putting him in the car, shutting the door for the
other. We can shop with our eyes closed. We can
argue with them closed too.
Erik gets in the driver’s seat, “And you can go by
yourself to Sprouts.” He drives home. Climbs out of
the car. Takes the kids and the paper towels, leaves
3

me in the garage. I’ve ranted and raved and still we
have nine-hundred rolls of paper towels and fifty
dollars’ worth of non-grass-fed meat. Who wins
by yelling about paper towels? Not me. Scorched
earth policies.
It’s the worst thing he can do to me. Make me
go to the store alone, on a Saturday, when we’re
supposed to be together.
When I lived in Portland, I worked at ORLO—that
environmental arts organization; I was creative
editor of the Bear Essential Magazine. I finagled
having one of my poems published even though
I was editor by submitting it under a pseudonym.
At the final publication meeting, I revealed that I
had written the poem. Susan Whittier, the genre
editor, was pissed, but others thought that since it
came up through the slush pile on its own merits,
it was OK. I was an idiot, but I was a desperate
idiot. I so badly wanted that publication. I should
have pulled it. Perhaps my whole writing career
has been based on hypocrisy and subterfuge.
Susan had just written a negative review of Terry
Tempest William’s latest book—not Refuge. In this
book, Terry made love to the river, becoming one
with the river. Susan kept making fun of the water
flowing into her vagina, penetrating her. Susan did
make the book sound ridiculous. In Portland, it’s
rare to find much complaining. There’s so much to
love there—all that water, those trees, those roses,
Kornblatt’s, Le Bistro Montage, Dots, Wildwood,
The Alibi, Albers Mill, Powell’s, all those books I
wanted to be.
It’s harder in the desert. The lovables are farer
and fewer between. Scarcity makes every living
thing, even living dirt, lovable. Living dirt, the kind
where the cryptobiotics knit the soil into the earth,
does not turn to sand storm. It does a loveable
and good job of staying on the ground. But Terry
Tempest Williams is from the desert. Water is other.
Water is the opposite sex, or, at least, the attractive
sex. Only someone from the bounty of Oregon
wouldn’t be desperate to fuck some plentitude.
Susan didn’t understand my desperation. She was
from Oregon. I am from Utah where it’s hard to
find water and hard to publish poems.
Richard Primrack, a scientist at Boston University,
and Charles C. Davis, a scientist at Harvard
University, use Henry David Thoreau’s journals to
measure climate change. Blueberries flowered in
mid-May during Thoreau’s time. Now, they flower
4 | Curios 2018

in April. The number and variety of plants in the
Concord and Walden Pond area have gotten
fewer since Thoreau. The purple trimmed orchid
has been spotted only once in the past ten years.
However, you can still find most of the birds. Our
current day religion says, put out the recycling bin
as you would put a sacred wafer into your mouth.
We will detail our loss just as Thoreau detailed his
pleasure.
Thoreau was a genius with detail, not so much
with plot. Thoreau is writing scripture, not
narrative. He becomes one with nature but fails,
a bit, to become one with his reader. He tries to
hum the bird sound, buzz the bee sound “confuse
the author’s identity with gods,” as Stanley Cavell
writes of Walden’s religiosity. And as a prophet,
Thoreau has been heard by the new religionists,
our scientists, who say, “It is getting hot. Look
at the birds! I miss the orchids. I worry the birds
will come and the blueberries will already be
gone.” But unlike Thoreau, the scientists murmur
to themselves, narratively, “But a part of me likes
these warmer winters.”
In the wilderness, there is no comfort. It’s an
antinomian place from where all the apocalypses
are witnessed. At home, in domestic sphere, we say
to ourselves: Do not forget to put out the recycling
on Tuesday. Cross yourself on Sunday. Count the
berries on Monday. At home, we ritualize and
withstand and fight about the little things because
it’s safe—just the right temperature—to do so.
There is something to be said for domestic sounds,
the noise a household makes. Busying yourself
with domesticity keeps you from confusing
yourself with God. At home, the power is shared.
No to paper towels. Yes to steak. Yes to driving to
another grocery store to get the organic peaches
they don’t have at Sam’s Club. No to glass bottles.
Yes to wine in a box. In the indoors, it’s safe to fight
about nothing and to pretend that it is everything.
What I remember, later, after the paper towels:
Erik peeled nine artichokes. I had cooked them
but hadn’t trimmed the leaves. As he pulled each
one away from the core, the hot, stabby leaves
poked his fingers. While I chopped spinach, he
rubbed out the pith. Nine of hearts. A card game.
A reason for butter and for mayonnaise. Our kids
like artichokes as much as we do. Liable to poke
you heartily and yet, still delicious.

Visit Tiki Talks at curiosmagazine.org for an interview with the author.
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There is a moon pain
empty inside
me of no-light cycles
me of mountain night.
There is a bone valley
where I grew up dried
of iron / sword blood
searching for sea home.
There is a missing ache

THIS IS WHAT HOPE LOOKS LIKE • MICHELE MOSCO

and there is here

to Diana
who does not pray back.

OCTOBER STROLL • ERICA DAY

As the Sun is Rising
As the Sun is rising
I cannot help but notice the
morning dew as it drips off the rose
petals
Giving moisture to the roots—
followed by the lady bug
No longer in flight but stopping for
breakfast on the rose petal
And soaking up the warm sunshine.

I take my last sip of coffee
Thanking god for this beautiful
thing called Life
And I realize often the most
precious things
Are the simplest things
That most just pass by.

INMATE IN COCONINO COUNTY DETENTION FACILITY

my nature’s fail praying

AS THE SUN IS RISING

my tiny black blades of turf

JAMES O’LEARY

beside my autumn tumbles
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Pretty Nose
Jackie Eliason
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But a lot of people don’t have the time,
And not having time to rhyme is a crime,
And you could buy limes for a dime if not for that crime.
So I decide not to rhyme,
Because I don’t have time to rhyme when I buy dime limes.
And sometimes I just don’t want to.

WYATT ARMBRUSTER

MIMES

People say poems need to rhyme.

AIRHEAD • SHERIDAN LOESCHER
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Something to Hold On To
Hali Wetzel
I went on a lot of road trips between 2016 and 2017.
There were the inevitable ones from Flagstaff to Tucson,
my hometown, for holidays and funerals; the fun ones
during spring break to Lake Mead and Zion National
Park. There was that unexpectedly unnerving one to
Seattle, WA that was interrupted by an icy interstate and
airbags, which was followed almost immediately by the
nerve-wracking trip down the Pacific Coast Highway
to San Diego, CA. For all of these trips, my boyfriend,
Shawn, was comfortable on the road, constantly on the
move. He was a nomad at heart and had real dreams
of living out of a van in the years after graduating from
college. I liked to humor him, but the truth was, cars
made me nervous and I didn’t want to live in fear of
our future.
I wasn’t entirely sure what I wanted to do after
graduation, but in October 2017 I was convinced that
I was going to be a Teach For America corps member.
Family friends did it and it felt like a natural next step
for me after college. I submitted my application and
invested in the interview process. Teach For America
felt like the be-all-end-all for my post-graduate career.
I was blinded by excitement, expecting that only good
news would come from this process. With two weeks
between every stage of the application process, I was
ignorant to the reality of the situation.
In October 2016, Shawn and I celebrated our oneyear anniversary. He was on a river trip for work on the
actual day, so we didn’t celebrate together. At least,
not on our official year mark. Days before, between
our busy lives, we found time to hike out to an aspen
tree that we had defaced with our names during the
summer. There was something romantic about cutting
away at a piece of nature that would eventually heal
and grow as we would. The permanence of our names
on that tree didn’t scare me quite like the idea of Shawn
leaving me for the Colorado. We positioned ourselves
in front of the tree to take a photo to commemorate
the achievement that would turn out to be the halfway
point of our relationship. His blond hair kept blowing
into my mouth as I was grinning and laughing.
There are two ways to experience a road trip: from
the passenger’s side and from the driver’s side. The
driver must remain calm and collected, yet alert and
defensive. From this seat, the driver should keep his or
her eyes on the road. This position comes with a sense
of pride and protectiveness. It takes a specific kind of
care to bring the passenger from point A to point B. An
abundant amount of trust comes with being the driver:
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trust that the other cars on the road will remain within
the parameters of the interstate, trust in his or her own
ability to respond to anything in a moment’s notice, and
trust that the passenger will place his or her faith in the
driver. With the road stretching out endlessly in front of
the driver’s eyes, peaks and valleys and cliffs rise and
fall and drop off in the distance. The driver needs to
trust that the passenger is enjoying the surroundings
and appreciating the sacrifice the driver is making for
the passenger to keep his or her eyes on anything but
the road.
Shawn and I met at the beginning of our second
year of college. He invited me on a whim to hike Mount
Humphreys to watch the sunrise, even though we’d
only just met. Uncharacteristically, I agreed. The hike
was trying, exhausting, and painfully steep, until it was
exactly the opposite in every way, notwithstanding the
difficulty. It set a precedent for what the next two years
would hold, but I was blinded by the breathtaking
beauty of the sun peeking though the clouds, painting
indigo and orange through the sky as I stood tall and
proud above all of Arizona. It all looked small and
obtainable from my vantage point. The whole world
was obtainable: mine for the taking. It would only take
hiking down the mountain to grasp it; hiking down the
mountain and figuring out what the hell I wanted to
grab ahold of.
The Food and Drug Administration does not require
that expiration dates be printed on food or drug labels,
nor do they prohibit the sale of food past the expiration
date. It is entirely up to the manufacturer to disclose
a best before, use by, or expired by date. As long as
canned food isn’t exposed to extreme conditions, it
is, in reality, good forever. Relationships are similar. Or
at least the one I was in was similar. It didn’t need an
expiration date, but we gave it one anyway. I was ready
to pack up and move somewhere new. My entire family
had moved to Arizona at some point (from the Midwest
and from Mexico). I was ready to find my home too.
Shawn was ready to pack up and live anywhere, but
settle nowhere. I hoped for security and he hoped for
spontaneity. In reality, our relationship should have
been good forever, but we exposed it to the extremities
of our hopes and dreams, which were as contrasting as
mountain peaks and ocean waves.
A certain amount of guilt comes with being the
passenger during a road trip. The pressure to enjoy
the things the driver cannot. The regret of not offering
to switch positions at the last gas station. I can clearly

remember being a little girl, six or seven years old, and
definitively deciding that I would hate driving. “When
I’m old enough to drive and I go on a date, I’ll make
him drive my car if I have to,” I told myself before I
knew what it meant to drive a car or have a boyfriend.
This promise to myself has always been in the back of
my mind, whether I have been conscious of it or not. I
assumed there would be less responsibility in the seat
to the right of the steering wheel. I was right, of course,
but these days, it’s hard for me to be a passenger
without staring straight ahead and clenching my
muscles every time another car wizzes by. The world
began passing by me out the car window and I was too
afraid to let go of what was keeping me from enjoying
it and taking it all in.
I drove down to Phoenix by myself for my interview
with Teach For America. It was scheduled for Wednesday
morning, so I got on the road Tuesday evening. (The
family friend in the corps put me up for the night.) As
I drove, everything around me was pitch black save for
the occasional headlights in my rearview mirror, but the
stars above me were shinning and guiding me. I kept
my eyes off the speedometer because I knew it read
below the speed limit. Instead, I focused on the white
lights out there in the great somewhere and ignored
my white knuckles on the steering wheel. I was getting
closer and closer to the Valley and it felt like the thing
I was ready to grab ahold of was right in front of me. I
kept driving, anticipating the day to come.
Thank you very much for your interest in Teach For
America and for the time and effort you invested in
interviewing with us. I am very sorry to inform you that,
after careful consideration of your candidacy, we will not
be extending you an offer to join the 2018 corps… While
we wish we could give specific feedback to all applicants,
unfortunately, we do not have the resources to handle the
volume of potential requests. We understand that this can
be frustrating given the amount of effort you have invested
in your application. Although this email may bring you
disappointment, we hope that your experience with Teach
For America has been positive.

One week later. We broke up. Another week later. I
received an email from Teach For America expressing
their deepest sympathies. I had put everything on the
line, anticipating losing one thing but gaining another.
It was all so easy to imagine: I would accept the position,
request placement in Idaho, Washington, or Northern
California. I would graduate from college, pack up the
new car my mom was going to help me buy, and drive.
Drive away. Drive alone to a new city, a new job, and a
new life. There wouldn’t be anything to worry about
because the next two years would be planned and laid
out in front of me. We broke up because we each had a
different vision of what life after graduation should look

like and neither of us was prepared to compromise our
life before it started. But right then, right there, I was
sobbing alone in my bed at the loss of two things I felt
I had deserved.
Suddenly, I became the driver. The destination
changed entirely because it no longer existed. I was
behind the wheel and I didn’t have to accommodate
for the passenger because there no longer was one.
Trust was suddenly mine to place in myself and there
was no more guilt riding with me.
I don’t much believe in New Year’s Resolutions.
Instead, I like to assign a word to the upcoming year. For
2018, I’ve been keeping the word bold in mind when I
face the day or make decisions. I began researching
teaching fellowships around the United States. I
scheduled phone calls with recruiters and tweaked my
résumé to match position descriptions. Two rejections
that hit me like a freight train made the future feel
unobtainable, but the bombardment of emails seeking
my application lightened the weight of disappointment
and began filling the holes left by those two rejections.
Teach For America wasn’t my be-all-end-all and I didn’t
have to choose between a job and a relationship. In
early January, 2018, I finally found something I wanted
to grab ahold of, and it turns out there were more
options than I initially and ignorantly believed.
Congratulations! Urban Teachers is delighted to offer
you a letter of intent to join our Baltimore, Maryland Cohort
2018. Now, more than ever, Baltimore City needs new aspiring
teachers— like you —who are committed to making a huge
difference in the lives of kids who desperately need effective
teachers. When you sign your letter of intent, you will be
joining a cohort of highly accomplished, fully dedicated
colleagues who will impact the lives of their students.

“Call me when you have a free moment,” I texted
Shawn later that same day, despite not having seen
each other in over a month. After all, 2018 is the year
to be bold.
A little while later, my phone vibrated and a familiar
photo popped up on the screen. “I’ve been offered a
job in Maryland,” I said, and continued to describe the
Urban Teachers organization to him. I explained to him
that it was a four-year commitment in Baltimore and
that it involved a graduate program through Johns
Hopkins University. I told him I’d be an elementary
school teacher and I’d have to be on the east coast in
June. “I have ten days to decide,” I said, “but I’m going
to accept, and I think you deserve to know” What I
wanted to say was this: In Maryland, the mountains are
hills, but the ocean is vast and I can get lost in the things
that contradict the foundation of our relationship.
“I’m proud of you,” he responded. I haven’t heard
his voice since.

9

I am from the tall pine tree forest,
To the small little sprout.
I am from the soaring eagle and falcon
flying high above the skies,
To the humming birds on the flowers.
From climbing trees to being me.
From plane rides to bus drives.
I am from the snow covered peaks,
to fields of flowers.
I am from snowboarding,
to hiking.
From night and day.
From home to school.
And that is where I’m from.
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ABBY BENTON

WHERE I’M FROM

PHOTO BY ABBY BENTON

I am from the sand
From the tiny grains in between my toes to gritty summer sheets
I am from ground wet and soft beneath my feet
From ocean waves tugging at my shins, splashing salty water on my lips
I am from the cries of gulls and the clang of halyards on rocking boats
I am from a place where the vast ocean meets an unsettled land

SARAH BENTON

WHERE I’M FROM

PHOTOS BY SARAH BENTON
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Pelican Stare
Wyatt Worker
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The Clearing
Joe Sabo
The haze of the forest cleared as Ragrash stepped
between the thick trunks of the oaks and into the
clearing ahead. He inhaled deeply, sniffing the air for
his quarry. He gripped the haft of his axe tighter, the
wood creaking under the pressure. He could smell
remnants of the two that he trailed, yet was cautious
about stepping into the open clearing. He stroked his
black, braided beard as he surveyed the forest around
him. His large, eight-foot frame did little to help
him remain stealthy. With a grumble and a sigh, he
stepped forward.
A breeze blew in from atop the trees, and again,
Ragrash sniffed intensely. His eyes narrowed as new
scent caught his senses. He searched the trees, until
finally, he spotted two figures, perched upon a high
branch of a wizened elder oak. Ragrash quickened
his pace. The bear hides he wore on his shoulders
trailed behind, a brown bristly cape. As he made it
to the tree, he roared loudly and drew his axe back.
The axe arced in a full-forced swing. In only one
swipe, Ragrash had driven the axe more than halfway
through the old trunk. He pulled the axe back once
more, his sinewy muscle like iron as he began to strike
again.
Unseen until now, the two in the tree above him
moved quickly to keep their balance. He pulled his
axe back and again swung with full force. The axe
cut through the remainder of the trunk with ease,
releasing a shower of splinters in the air. Ragrash
shielded himself and pulled the axe back to his chest.
He turned to watch the giant tree topple. Two shapes,
blurs even to Ragrash’s trained eye, whizzed through
the air and into the middle of the clearing.
Ragrash watched as the two, jumping from their
lofty positions, landed with grace. The foliage hardly
rustled as they came to rest in the center of the
clearing.
One male, and one female, they were dressed in
fine garbs from the East. They were adorned in shiny,
silken robes, joined at the waist by thick sashes. Loose
pants of the same silken color covered their legs,
bunching at the ankles. Bright greens and oranges
ran through the garments. These were creatures that
Ragrash had only heard about in stories when he was
a boy. The two looked at Ragrash. Save for the gender,
they were identical.
“I am Zin and this, my sister, is Zora,” the man
said. His arm rested on the hilt of a thin sword tucked
into his sash. Zora held a small, delicate bow. Ornate
arrows with red feathers bloomed from a quiver

resting on her hip. Ragrash said nothing.
“We are ninja of the Kuroi Nagi clan,” Zora said,
her small voice still firm and full of strength. “We know
you have been following us and demand an answer as
to why.”
“You trespass. No one travels these forests save
my people,” Ragrash responded. His voice was far
thunder, low and rolling. “The sentence for trespassing
is death.” He readied his axe.
“We don’t look for battle,” Zin said. His eyes were
steel as he stared at the barbarian.
“However,” Zora, interjected, pulling an arrow
from the quiver, “We will not hesitate to kill you in our
defense.”
Ragrash started forward, gauging his advance.
He clenched his jaw as he measured his next actions.
The warrior in him wanted to plan a strategy, but the
berserker cried only for blood.
As the three squared off, Zora’s face changed from
determined to confused. As she watched Ragrash
slowly walk toward them, a question bubbled to the
surface.
“Who goes first?” she yelled out. Ragrash, caught
off guard, stopped his advance and stood up straight.
Zin was startled too.
“We are ninjas,” Zin said. “We are faster. We should
go first.”
“There are no turns,” Ragrash explained, shaking
his head in disbelief. “We go at the same time.” He
sighed, shook his head again, and started towards
the twins. The whistle and twang of a short bow was
the harbinger of an arrow, the head slicing into the
shoulder of the approaching barbarian. All thoughts
but carnage and battle left Ragrash as he broke into
a full run, pulling the shield from his back. Yelling a
curse, or perhaps a prayer to one of the barbarian’s
cruel gods, Ragrash charged.
Zora knocked another arrow, pulling back the
bow with hidden strength. Her thumb grazed her
cheek and she let loose her second shot. Ragrash
brought up his shield. The thin arrow was smashed
into nothing against the hard wood and iron. She
pulled another arrow. Knocked it, and again let fly.
She was practiced at this. Her speed was worthy of
legend. Pull. Knock. Fly. Pull. Knock. Fly. It would’ve
been mesmerizing to watch had Ragrash not been in a
violent rage. The arrows, which numbered twenty, had
all been either smashed away by or implanted into the
wood of Ragrashs’ shield. Save for two.
Her last two shots were the fastest of the group.
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The first caught Ragrash’s shield with such force that
it broke his stride. His shield flailed to the side. He
would regain his composure in the blink of an eye, but
that blink of an eye was all Zora needed. Her second
arrow flew true between the gap created by the first.
It plunged deep in the flesh of Ragrash’s side, piercing
straight through.
Ragrash raised his mighty axe. As he brought the
killing blow down, Zin moved with blinding speed.
Pushing Zora out of the way, he drew his katana in a
silvery flash. He stopped the axe’s descent with the
edge of his thin blade. The force of the blow nearly
crushed Zin to the ground. Ragrash planted a solid
kick to Zin’s chest, knocking him back a distance.
Recovering swiftly, Zin charged and slashed at the
barbarian. Ragrash brought up his shield just in time,
but Zin’s sword sliced through the shield as if it were
paper. Half of the shield fell to the ground while
the other hung useless from the leather strap that
Ragrash then tossed aside.
Zin and Zora attacked him again, this time in
unison. Ragrash caught a gap in their attack, catching
Zora by surprise. He caught her fully in the stomach
with the haft of his axe. He spun her around and
launched her in the air. She hit the ground hard,
landing flat on her back, forcing the air from her
lungs.
“Zora!” Zin yelled. He watched as Zora remained
still. Anger boiled up in him, and he attacked Ragrash
suddenly and with varied blows. Ragrash dodged
what could, using his axe to block, only allowing less
dangerous slashes to land. Zin rushed at the brute,
but Ragrash slammed his shoulder into Zin’s exposed
chest and caught him by his collar. With one fluid
movement, Ragrash smashed his forehead into Zin’s,
and Zin fell to his knees. With a grin, Ragrash planted
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a foot on Zin’s chest and kicked him to the ground.
Zora screamed as she saw her brother fall. She
reached out her hand towards the two combatants.
Speaking ancient words, a light blue radiance formed
in her in her palms. As she finished her incantation,
the light grew in intensity and darted at Ragrash.
He turned just in time to see it pass by him. A little
confused, he returned his attention to Zin.
“Wait, wait, wait,” Zora said. She had a look of
annoyance on her face. “I got you,” she said. Ragrash
raised his eyebrow in confusion.
“What was that?” Ragrash asked in sincere
curiosity.
“A holding spell,” Zora said. “It means you can’t
move for thirty seconds.”
“Ohhhhh. Sorry about that,” Ragrash replied. The
blue light suddenly reappeared on Ragrash’s chest
and with a painful cry, he fell to his knees. Zora ran
to Zin and helped him limp away from the confined
barbarian.
Ragrash watched as Zora retrieved as many
arrows as she could. Zin breathed heavily as he stood,
facing the “spell” bound barbarian again. The next
battle would be upon them soon, for the light of the
incantation was already dimming. Ragrash felt the
strength of the aura that contained him weaken as
he counted down from fifteen. The bright blue light
dimmed and was then extinguished as he reached
zero.
Ragrash stood once more, picking up his axe.
Taking the axe in both hands, he squared his body
for what would be the final battle. Zin focused all his
strength into his sword and Zora knocked an arrow.
They all took a deep breath, readying themselves…
“Mark!”
The name rang out suddenly from within the
forest. Ragrash turned and watched as the ancient
oaks of his tribe’s homeland slowly faded back into
the well-manicured trees of the neighborhood park.
He watched as the redheaded lady with her hands on
her hips leaned forward.
“Mark,” she said again. “We have to go to the
store before dinner!” Where the hulking mass that was
Ragrash once stood was a boy of eight, small for his
age and clutching the topless haft of broom. His red
polo and jeans were covered in dirt. Mark turned back
to look at the twins. They, too, had returned to their
normal selves. No longer the master ninja twins from
a mysterious island, they were now just the twin son
and daughter of Mark’s orthodontist neighbor.
“I gotta go guys,” Mark called out to Karl and
Kathy. Their shoulders slumped along with the
collective “aww” from the two, a response that
reflected Mark’s feeling. He waved, and as he walked
over to the minivan still running in the parking lot,
he reminded the twins to meet in the same place
tomorrow.

SHOWER SHARK

I’m dirty and grimy; the filth is all around me.
Can’t wait for my turn, no towels behind me.
Finally, it’s time to scrub up and feel sublime,
Rinse away the day and escape for a time.
Yet I had no clue a predator was lurking—
A jailhouse pervert was stalking and circling.
I wasn’t in long before something felt wrong.
I saw eyes of one that didn’t belong.
His eyes were burning with hope and yearning.
He prayed he would see with what I was working.
For those who have been there and know to be scared,
Give all fair notice and bathe with care.
Let someone hear “Beware!
The Shower Shark is searching!”

A FAIRY TALE

RUST

INMATE IN COCONINO COUNTY DETENTION FACILITY

Once upon a time, there was boy.
The boy lived with a farmer.
The farmer had a beautiful wife.
The wife had a lover that was a knight.
The knight was the brother to a noble.
The noble was second only to the king.

Welcome to the blood in my hair
worming the loam, curds and clots
unshowerable, dirty dead cells, the way
mirrors never quite get clean or far away
enough from fingerprints.
Welcome to adequate: facile outfits,
attainable smiles which flirt unsteadily
grasping at eyes.
Welcome to fronts, disguises, backs
in and out of scheme and color, truthful deceptions
like a modern painting’s conversation
at night, each other piece asleep in its frame,
asking the security cameras

JAMES O’LEARY

The king spoke to the noble.
The noble condemned the knight.
The knight died screaming the name of the wife.
The wife was beaten by the farmer.
The farmer forsook the boy.

WYATT ARMBRUSTER
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What Makes a Girl Pretty
Wyatt Armbruster
What makes a girl pretty?
Is it a waist that is itty?
Or the fact they are witty?
Those are hard to find in the city.
I found that I couldn’t care less.

Our life together started that day.
Every morning I’d see her brown hair sway.
I thought she was perfect in every way.
And at night in her pretty white dress she’d say,
That she would love me forever.

As long as they have the pretty white dress.

And I always believed her.

The girls walk by on my street.

As the years became long,

There was none I would want to meet.
If I did, it would be quite a feat.
To make me want to get them a seat.
But then she appeared in my day.
And I didn’t know what to say.

And would sing me a song,
About how together we belong.
After the song we’d always agree,
That her green eyes matched the dress perfectly.

She was the new girl in town.

At the end of her life,

Her hair was a golden brown,

I see the face of my wife,

Her face never knew a frown,

Which always shows strife,

In her blue eyes I could drown.
And the pretty white dress she had.
Made me feel just like a lad.
I invited her to walk,
I said “Just around the block.”
And then we started to talk.
And walked all the way to the dock.
There was a moment I will miss.
When we shared our first kiss.
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She’d put the pretty white dress on,

When I pull out the knife.
From her pretty white dress.
The red was always a mess.
What makes a girl pretty?
Is it a waist that is itty?
Or the fact they are witty?
Those are hard to find in the city.
I found that I couldn’t care less.
As long as they have the pretty white dress.

Say Ahh!
Lenford Barton
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Straw Men
Nicole Walker
There are two kinds of straws in the world,
flexible and not. (There may be other kinds of
straw, like cocktail, Slurpee, and hay, but for the
purposes of this argument, there are two. Picture
white with red stripe. Accordion ribbing on the
one. Flat plastic on the other.) Perhaps this is the
end of that argument. But keep it in mind. Two
straws.
Before we left for Phoenix to catch our plane
to Salt Lake, Erik put on his trucker hat.
I shook my head. “Please, please don’t wear
that. You have nice hair. That hat is so ugly.”
I have a lot of problems. Worrying about other
people’s appearances and that hat are two of
them. The first I have tried to quit. I don’t bug Erik
anymore about wearing his stretchy pants to the
store or the shirt with paint stains on it to dinner.
But this hat. It sits on top of his head like an extra
head—and Erik’s head is already big. He doesn’t
need two. The brim goes out instead of down,
making his brow look wide and square. There is
mesh on the back of the hat for easy cooling. He
could grab a can of chaw and look more the part.
This hat strikes the fear of God, or perhaps, Burt
Reynolds, into my heart.
I should shut up. It’s just a hat. It’s his life. He
probably wears it extra just because I complain.
But I don’t shut up.
“Just please, don’t bring the hat to Salt Lake.”
My eyes roll. Erik mocks my eye roll and adds a
tsk.
“That’s fine. I won’t bring the hat. I won’t bring
anything. I’m not going.”
It is rare that we get out of the house for a trip
without one of us threatening to stay home. I’m
usually mad because I’m the one cleaning out the
sink before we leave. Erik’s usually mad because
we’re going to be late and the sink is fine with
coffee grounds—we won’t be here for them to
bother us.
We also both always finally get in the car, hat
and coffee grounds and all.
On the drive, I kept telling the kids we’d stop
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in Prescott, but everyone knew I meant Camp
Verde and Erik didn’t bother correcting me, which
was when I knew he wasn’t mad anymore and
I knew I was being an idiot about the hat. He
bought cracked pepper sunflower seeds. I bought
beef jerky. On the way down the mountain, he
shared his seeds. I handed him pieces of meat.
The kids and I sang “Baby You Can’t Love One”
as Erik drove. Our skin puffed up from all the salt.
Max’s ears wouldn’t pop. I told him to open his
mouth wide and wiggle his jaw. “What is wiggle?”
“You know, like move it back and forth.”
“Like my booty?”
“Like your booty.”
I put my naked feet up on the dashboard like
I did when I drove Erik home from the night we
first hooked up. We’d gone camping in the San
Raphael Swell with a bunch of friends. I drove
down alone because I had to stay in Salt Lake. I’d
signed up to volunteer for the Sierra Club. I didn’t
do much. Handed out bumper stickers? Asked
people to sign a petition? I left early anyway. I
wanted Erik to know I meant it when I said we
could go camping together. That I meant the
together part. And that’s how we drove home.
My feet on the dashboard, spitting the shells of
sunflower seeds unsexily into old Diet Coke cans.
At the Chevron, I’d filled up my Nalgene.
Erik forgot to get a drink. Sunflower seeds and
beef jerky are really only salt. Erik asked for a
sip. I offered him my water bottle—the kind
with a straw. His hands were full, driving and
sunflowering, so I reached over to bend the straw,
which really isn’t bendy, but will bend, if pressed,
toward his mouth. He drank it. Max asked for
some. Maybe it would help pop his ears. Zoë
wanted some too. By the time we were in the
real desert—the one with the saguaros, we were
almost out of water, but we were almost to the
airport. One straw, four people. That must be
some kind of conservation.
In this light, Erik looked kind of good in his
hat.

Visit Tiki Talks at curiosmagazine.org for an interview with the author.

Chicken Run
Connie Townsend
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Silver Nitrate
Gina Darlington
The reflection in the mirrored glass on the wall
Does not reveal grains of sand and cullet and all,
Nor the silver nitrate peeling away at the edge.
The image is a view of beauty and loyalty hedged;
Masked pain, endless doubt, lies that were borne.
The mirror’s rim has chips, the silver’s worn.
One is not allowed to keep that youthful innocence,
Or the image witnessed when this commenced.
We don’t remain unscathed in the pass
Of life in our framed looking glass.

How, dear God, can we pick up those splinters and pieces
strewn?
The pain of grasping for the lost and broken life we knew,
The bleeding fingers, the quick deep wounds on the hand
That linger like thick paper cuts from the sand—
Sometimes the pain is exceedingly hard.
No more clean flesh to claim a jagged shard.
“I’m sorry” resonates on the path to penance
But the ruined mirror is still in remnants.
Piece it together, with chips, and missing slices of needlelike glass;
It creates a sculpture, a distorted image of a life now past.

An eternal lover unwittingly takes the frame.
And may slip, drop, or throw it; any is the same.
Inevitable fumbling and consequential fall
Leaves shattered shards of mirror in the hall,
On the bedroom floor, or in the lover’s lair.

Hands heal slowly, repair is less diligent with age.
Raised lines of scarred tissue remind us of the painful wage
Of a life lived, as we create a new image
In the looking glass.

THE A-MAZE-ING HAND • TREVOR WELKER

Glass slivers, shiny fragments—can it be repaired?
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And run from you at night
With no apology to say
I now stand here and fight.
You robbed me of my reasoning
And left me walking blind.
So now you come to take my life;
You’ll strike me from behind.
I hate my need for you alone.
It was you who robbed me of my home.
I could not see mistakes I’d made.
I leave my happiness and turn the page.

INMATE IN COCONINO COUNTY DETENTION FACILITY

ADDICTION

I fight you every day

RASHMI • BABARA SHEELEY

I MAKE MISTAKES
I make mistakes;
For consequences, I’ve developed a taste, a trick,
A tolerance I’ve built brick by brick.
At first, I winced, unable to hold a pace.
For some odd reason, they know my face
And my smiles and frowns deceive and manipulate.

I make mistakes;
I fell for beauty, stumbled into love
And left gasping for air, from heaven above.
Oh! What a waste!
Self against truth in case after case.
And judgment drives a fatal stake
Through the bobs and weaves of the evil snake.

I make mistakes;
I must have money, I must make haste.

I make mistakes;

Time is precious, I have none to waste.

Bitter words funnel up and my voice quakes.

Yes sir, yes ma’am, shake my hand
So I can crack the combination of your safe.
Laced with ignorance, lost within time and space
Like a master of chess, I can feel your hate.
Cunning, escaping, delicious checkmate.

A loss, accept another loss! My head shivers and shakes.
I see a light in the dark, cold cave
Through the stink of imperfection, mold and decay
Discovery can turn misery
Into the warmth of human clay.

INMATE IN COCONINO COUNTY DETENTION FACILITY
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Finding Normal
Janel States James
Like many high schools, the halls of Flagstaff
High are chaotic, full of the uncertainty and elation of
teenagers. Katherine Pastor, one of four counselors
at Flag High, is charged with the care of 489 of the
school’s 1600 students. Pastor is a college admissions
adviser, academic adviser, and student council adviser.
She gives civics lessons, counsels, negotiates the
difficult realities of bullying and harassment, and helps
those with anxiety and depression. She is a shoulder to
lean on and a high-five in the hallway, trying to catch
students before they slip through the cracks, wanting
to boost them into post-secondary opportunities.
Pastor’s tenure at Flag High began thirteen years
ago, when the burdens of teenagers were much the
same, although it was before the challenge of the
Smartphone and Snapchat, Pastor says. It was also
before everything changed for Pastor in a sequence
of surprising moments that revealed an awful truth:
a tumor had been quietly growing in the back right
quadrant of her brain, slowly applying pressure to her
brain stem, until it could no longer be ignored.
At first, her symptoms seemed harmless, a plugged
ear after an international flight, troublesome pressure
in her head when she made the drive from Flagstaff to
Phoenix. Mistaking the symptoms for allergies, Pastor’s
doctor prescribed allergy medication. When there was
no improvement, Pastor decided to try home remedies.
She chewed gum. She drank water while hanging
upside down. Twice she tried an ear wax cone. And
then she just got used to it. “No one ever thinks, ‘Oh, I
have a major situation,’” she says. “I was just doing my
thing and not really paying attention.”
Then in the fall of 2012, her ear began to ring,
followed shortly by dizzy spells so brief that it was easy
to convince herself that nothing had happened. Her ear
annoyed her, but that was all it did—until she began
to fall over, first at a Christmas party at her parents’
home and then at the school, her secretary catching
her before her head hit the corner of a desk. After the
Homecoming Dance just a couple of weeks later, she
told Troy Lorents, her then-fiance, now-husband, that
her ear would not stop ringing.
“There’s a kind of person who doesn’t want help,”
Lorents told her. “And that’s you. But you need help.
This isn’t selfish. It’s self care.”
Lorents made an appointment for Pastor with a
specialist who recommended she get an MRI. Lorents,
unable to wait for follow-up appointment, picked up
the images from the clinic himself and took them to a
friend with rudimentary imaging software. The picture
of her brain they constructed from those images
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wasn’t perfect, but it was enough. There in the right
rear quadrant was something that looked like a space,
a void that was not mirrored on Pastor’s left side.
Lorents’ heart sank.
It was, in fact, an acoustic neuroma, a nonmalignant tumor the size of a walnut sitting on her
eighth cranial nerve, a nerve which travels between the
brain and the inner ear, transmitting sound and aiding
balance. Acoustic neuromas are rare, affecting only two
in every 100,000 people. There were no support groups
in Flagstaff. Pastor didn’t know where to turn. Internet
research was out of the question, full of terrifying
stories of unexpected complications, permanent facial
paralysis, complete hearing loss, death. Instead, Pastor
immersed herself in work, penciling brain surgery in
on her calendar. She would work, and then have brain
surgery, and then work.
On December 9, 2013, Pastor checked in at
Barrow Neurological Institute in Phoenix. With the
results of Pastor’s extensive MRI in hand, a team of
five neurosurgeons, headed by Dr. Robert Spetzler,
would perform sub occipital acoustic neuroma
surgery, accessing the tumor from behind Pastor’s
ear. Removing a neuroma from the tangle of nerves
surrounding would be no small feat, like removing
a walnut completely enmeshed in household twine
without damaging any of the twine, but in the end,
Pastor’s tumor was surprisingly compliant and the
surgeons were pleased with the result. Still, Pastor’s
family was shocked to see her after surgery. Blood
from her four-inch incision dotted her pillow and her
eyes were covered with a towel to protect them from
the light. She gripped the recovery nurse’s arm. “Don’t
leave me,” she said. She was vaguely aware of her
family, but she could not open her eyes. She could
only feel a blinding pain, made worse with the light,
and hands on her, rousing her from sleep and getting
her on her feet. “You’ve got to walk, now, Katherine,”
someone said, but she couldn’t.
Everything was a jumble of the awful and the odd,
with isolated moments of awareness cutting through
the pain and nausea. The patient next to her began to
scream, a heart-wrenching, terrifying cry of pain and
confusion, and then died, the family hysterical with
grief. “Oh my God,” she thought, and then she was back
under, her body in a state of shock.
Her days in ICU passed in waves of pain and
nausea. She could only drink juice, and only with her
eyes closed, and still she vomited constantly. She was
dizzy, her throat sore, her mouth dry, her body aching
from the IV lines and the metal halo they’d screwed

into her head. Over and over again, she was strapped
into a giant walker, so tall that she had to stand on
the tips of her toes, her arms up high. She put her
head down and shuffled forward, struggling to make
it to the end of the sixty-foot hallway. Only when she
reached the end would she be allowed to go home.
Other patients seemed to be doing better, even older
people passed her by easily. For the first time, she
felt despair creeping in and had to draw down into a
resilience she didn’t know she had. It would not be the
last time.
***
Ten days after surgery, Pastor returned to Flagstaff,
moving into her parents’ house. She made slow and
steady progress with daily physical therapy. Although
she had profound hearing loss, the ringing in her ear
had stopped and she was walking better on her own.
A few days later, she came out from her room for
breakfast and stood for a moment to look out at a new
snowfall. It seemed as though there were an obstacle
partially blocking her vision.
“The light is hurting my head,” she said to her
father. When she tried to eat, she couldn’t get her fork
to her mouth. When she tried to drink, her orange
juice dribbled from the corners. By that evening at
Flagstaff Medical Center, the right side of Pastor’s face
was frozen into place, and she could no longer close
her eye. “Something like this could go either way,” the
doctors told her when a CAT scan revealed nothing.
“Sometimes it’s just swelling and sometimes it’s not.
When you open up the skull, you don’t always know
how the brain is going to react.” They gave her an
eyepatch and sent her home to wait.
Life slowed to a crawl. An avid runner before
surgery, Pastor felt as though she were wasting away.
Getting ready for her day took an hour and a half, and
her parents had to help her shower, dress, and eat.
She was bored. People gave her crossword puzzles
and word searches, but she couldn’t do them. An avid
college football fan, she tried to watch the bowl games,
but light of the screen and the motion of the players
were overwhelming. Every now and then, she would
try to work a little, answering a few emails or checking
transcripts under her covers so her mother wouldn’t
see. She felt horribly guilty. Counselors don’t have
substitutes, and the others in her department absorbed
her student load.
In public, she couldn’t help but notice that her
patch drew immediate attention. At her doctor’s
appointments, receptionists would speak to her
mother, not to her. When she was in the grocery store,
people would look at her and then look away. “I’m
right here,” she wanted to say. “I know I can’t drive and
I need people to help me walk, but I’m good. This isn’t
going to knock me down. This won’t define me. Let’s
move on.”
By the fall of 2015, she had been back at work for
a year, though with lingering limitations. Talking and

moving at the same time, flashing lights and sound,
could lead to stroke-like symptoms—stuttering, raised
heart rate, excessive perspiration—that lasted twenty
minutes or more. She stayed outside the dances the
used to chaperone. Her students snapped instead of
clapping. She kept her office dark. But the help and
support of her family, friends, and FHS staff amazed
her over and over again. In December 2015, just two
years after her surgery, she won 2016 National School
Counselor of the Year.
She traveled with her family and Lorents to
Washington, D.C. for a whirlwind of events, including a
ceremony at the White House with First Lady Michelle
Obama. Pastor felt as though she had to appear
strong, but her achievement and her ongoing physical
needs would have to occupy a spot together whether
she wanted them to or not. At an event with many
people and a multitude of photo opportunities, the
busy environment was a constant danger. Lorents ran
interference whenever he was able, finding her quiet
spots to regroup if she began to glaze over or stutter.
When the First Lady arrived, Pastor was starstruck. Obama was tall and beautiful and, in a way
that took Pastor by surprise, down to earth. “We hug
at the White House,” Obama said to Pastor, embracing
her. Obama took the stage and began to discuss the
importance of school counselors. When she talked
about Pastor’s fight back from brain surgery, Pastor
kept her eyes fixed on Lorents and her parents in the
front row as the cameras flashed, hoping she could
keep it together.
When it was her turn to speak, Pastor couldn’t
help but think it was the pinnacle of her career,
the best chance she’d get to advocate for students
and represent her profession. Even now, when
Pastor’s father is having a bad day, he watches
that speech, Michelle Obama standing behind his
daughter, punctuating her words with affirmation:
“MmmmHmmmm! MmmmHmmmm!”
***
“I’m definitely not the same person I was before my
surgery on December 9,” she says. “For better or worse,
it changed me. It made me put my life in perspective
and see what’s really important and what’s not.”
It is this perspective that she tries to bring to her
students. Now, instead of going faster and doing more,
Pastor is going deeper.
“I try to be purposeful when I talk to people,” she
says. “Whatever your story is, I’ll listen to it, and I’ll
appreciate it, because it’s your story. It’s happened to
you and it makes you who you are.”
It is no wonder that this is her work—the work of
the school counselor—to listen to students and help
them achieve to the best of their abilities, no matter
what circumstances they have been placed in. On
the other side of acoustic neuroma, Pastor herself is
moving on, reaching higher and going deeper, both
changed and unchangeable.

Visit Tiki Talks at curiosmagazine.org for an interview with the author.
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Untitled
Teri Dunn
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Learning To Ride The Bicycle Universe
James O’Leary
In tandem I love you, shoulders, your orange horizons

questions with parameters. I fit myself into them,

and tumbling stretched fields of dough-bone, your voice’s clamor

circle into square holes: enough space to fit
and not,

strangled by scarves and padded jackets held back by a back
straight-edged and too thin a sheath for your blades.

to calculate gravity between poles. I want

Of all the winds which sing of you, svelte and lithe

one of Newton’s laws, a drifting adrift. I want black hole

were never yours, just “strong if you’d ever work out,”

buttons, zipper supernovas the fastest phenomenon

just broad—decommissioned cannons staring out to sea.

in the observable universe. Send dogs, send monkies,

You are infatuated with each other, left yearning for the right,

come explore me—small steps for man, flag poles

woman offering marriage to the man; active like mid-pitch,

for dynasty, so many suits fitted for the final frontier.

that kinetic passion tossing something which is always caught.

When I say I’m infinite, I mean until my next revolution.

I want you to meet each other inside my brain, how soft

Wait for it, watch them watch you, it’s all about

you caress the triceps (those crying babies), how hard the power

eyes now: the telescopes zoom closer and closer,

of push, care, how I don’t want to ascribe either side

the planets turn on the runways of their rings.

to male, female, how I want both: love, a joining—
The planets turn on the runways of their rings
To one or the other, how I want both: love, a joining

even though I feel like I’m floating on two wheels,

between each side of the brain, agony and calculus.

parents watching with encouragement shouts, no

A physics question whose answer is betrayal.

second rider. It’s what we had, long body for two

Here are the shoulders, parallel with purpose

until I grew up later and got a tiger bike, all orange

and perpendicular when called to action. Here

black-striped and slick. The world was my backyard,

the tiny sprouting hairs, the coiled undefined muscle.

nothing else existed. I wanted to stretch it

I think I have two pairs of them: one framing my neck

going lightspeed, pedal toward the call I did not understand.

like bookends, one which in the womb came together to form

It’s easier to define now

my head. Maybe that’s the interval, an equation for separate lines.

and I choose not to.

Time spreading out, taking itself on dates to find

I want to babble like a toddler for understanding.

its own solutions, learning what slope it needs, what x

You don’t live life by unmoving on everything you say

and y intercepts stand tall and proud, the exact running edge

you can do. Let me shout like I’m eight years old again

between breaking what was not born together; to join

with skinned knees. Don’t give me training wheels

mysteries as they were never meant to be solved.

for these open roads. Let me out, I want to ride.

Mysteries as they were never meant to be solved
stand tall behind my closet door: dresses and tight jeans,
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When Life Gives You Lemonheads
Hannah Montgomery
There’s something gratifying about assembling
pre-existing objects to make something new. What
was once a banana Runt candy is now the claw of
a multi-cupcake alligator. A king-sized Kit Kat bar
becomes a dock overlooking a body of frosting water.
Lemonheads become gold at the end of a frosting
rainbow. A Hershey’s Cookies ‘n’ Cream bar gets broken
up and becomes floor tiles. Rolo wrappers—which are
carefully unwrapped in an effort to refrain from tearing
the wrapper while at the same time preserving the
circular impression in the middle of the foil—can be
used to adorn the sides of a golden ship cake. And of
course, some of the Rolo candies are privileged enough
to be selected to function as barrels on the cake. But
what to use for the masts? Pretzel rods, of course. And
for the crow’s nest? A peach ring works perfectly.
But my favorite part of creating a cake is applying
the frosting. I am a painter and frosting is my medium.
The sugary goop bends to my will. I plop it, smooth it,
mix it and blend it. I squeeze it, swirl it, smash it and
sculpt it. When it does not obey, I simply remove the
unwanted frosting with a toothpick and smear it on a
patterned paper towel. The motion of my hand, of the
frosting tip, is hypnotic. Squeeze, drag, lift. Squeeze,
drag, lift. Like your eyes trying to follow the motion
of dotted road lines from the window of a moving car.
The irony is, I adore manipulating frosting as much as I
abhor the taste of it.
I stood in our blinding white kitchen hovering
over two brown blocks of fluffy flour and chocolate.
Fourteen frosting bags and seven hours later, I had
completed my masterpiece. It was three a.m. when I
finished, though the polluted Arizona night sky didn’t
shine nearly as bright as my edible rendition of Van
Gogh’s “Starry Night.” I looked over my work, satisfied,
and headed to bed.
When my Mom woke up, she didn’t believe that
the object on the table was a cake. “We can’t eat this!
I’m going right now and buying you another cake.” Yes,
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it’s true, I made my own birthday cake. I blushed as my
Mom called up all her church friends and insisted that
they “come and see this cake ASAP!” People came one
by one. Amazement all around. How did you do this?
I filled a dozen sandwich bags with frosting. How did
you do these tiny buildings? I used toothpicks. How did
you make it look so real? I looked at a picture.
It was October of 2005 when I made my first
cakes. I was in sixth grade and my English teacher was
throwing a potluck Halloween party, so of course I had
to bring something festive. We consulted a monthly
cooking magazine and found a Frankenstein rectangle
cake and a pumpkin bunt cake. Frankenstein required
two Tootsie Rolls for the bolts in his neck. Time to buy
a whole bag of Tootsie Rolls
for this one aesthetic—worth
it. Dad began to make leaves
on the pumpkin. I thought it
was magic: the frosting leaves
looked so real. He taught me
how to do the magic trick too.
It’s called “leaf tip.” One day, my
frosting leaves would look real
too.
In the early days of my
cake making, I only made
cakes that were displayed
in cake decorating books. I
actively anticipated birthday
celebrations, for they provided
the perfect excuse to make a
random crazy cake. I relished in
the opportunity to make these cakes spring from their
pages. I have made a butterfly cake, goldfish cupcakes,
a volcano cake, an elephant cake, a Candyland cake, a
guitar cake, a gumball cake, the list goes on. Each cake
was an opportunity to cultivate my skills, discovering
tips and tricks as I went along. It wasn’t until 2011
that I made my first original cake. It was a square cake
that featured a heart on top that was composed of
a base clef and an upside-down treble clef; but, this
wasn’t all, for the full eight measures of the “Happy
Birthday” song ran along the sides of the cake—staffs,
chords, everything. Once I had made one original
cake, it was as if I had broken through a wall—the
quality of my cake decorating skyrocketed. No longer
limited to preconceived pictures to produce my craft,
my imagination began to run wild with possibilities.
I would conjure up images of complex designs and
wonder how I could make them entirely edible.
Cake making isn’t just about putting pieces

together. It is a process of discovery. It is a game of
problem solving and salvaging when things don’t go
according to plan. It is a test of how much you can
do with the limited number of tools you have. This
essential trial and error method can be frustrating at
times, but it is far more rewarding in the long run.
Some of my more ambitious cakes have involved
making hard candy on the stove and pouring it onto
the cake to create a clear-water effect for streams and
lakes. For this particular cake, the goal was to pour
the freshly-boiled mixture so that it ran down the cake
mountain and into a divot in the cake where it would
gather into a pond at the foot of a castle wall. I put
some Swedish Fish and a gummy shark in the divot as
well, hoping to be able to see the gummy fish through
the hard candy once it was poured.
I mixed the corn syrup, sugar, and water together in
a small pot and set it on the stove to boil. At first, the
bubbles were small and fast, then, in an instant, they
became large and bloated before finally bursting, as if
the molten syrup had turned
into a gurgling bog. Once the
thermometer indicated that
the mixture was in the soft
ball stage, I added two drops
of blue food coloring. The
bubbles were so furious that
no stirring was required. Hard
crack stage—quickly, get it
off the stove and pour it on
the cake!
The mixture cascaded
down the mountain made
of cake and flowed into the
divot sprinkled with gummy
fish. It was looking perfect,
until the clear water pond
became a Jacuzzi. White foam
was gushing from the center of the candy pond and
spreading outward. What was happening!? Quick, get a
spoon! I fished out the culprit fish. Who knew that the
solid white gummy-bottom of the shark would react in
such a way to boiling hot hard candy? Oh well. Time to
wait for the candy to cool, pull the lake out while trying
to minimize the amount of cake that gets uprooted
along with it, make hard candy pot number two, and
pour it in with no gummy shark to thwart the plan.
One of the most exciting things about cake making
is the random moments of inspiration that happen
during the cake-making process, the moments where
things fit together even better than you planned.
This was the case for the “Cloudy with a Chance of
Meatballs 2” cake. One key detail about this cake: I
made this cake with only the trailers to draw inspiration
from; we were going to see the movie later that day
as the main birthday activity, hence the theme of
the cake. Fuzziwig’s Candy Factory was my saving
grace—this cake demanded an incredible variety of

candies! Fuzziwig’s allowed me to take just a handful
of caramels and jawbreakers rather than buying prepackaged bags that contained ten times the amount
I needed. I did, however, buy gobs of rock candy. One
hundred dollars later and I was still making last minute
trips to the store for things I had forgotten!
On one of these trips, I was going to Fry’s to buy a
pack of strawberries. I just needed one strawberry for
the little Berry guy, but unfortunately, I had to purchase
a whole pack. As I was looking like a fool, twisting and
turning the packages of red, nose-looking berries,
trying to find the perfect shaped strawberry, something
caught my eye—the coconuts. Revelation! I could make
the coconut waterfall that Flint and Sam get caught in
during the trailer! So I bought a coconut, strawberries,
more frosting, and went home to smash the coconut
open with a hammer. By happenstance, I decided to
place Berry in the coconut, riding down the waterfall.
Note that this was never shown in the trailers. When we
saw the movie, I squealed when Berry was being swept
along the current of the coconut stream. I felt like an
all-knowing genius.
I always find it funny that adults are so reluctant to
eat the cakes I make. They feel bad about destroying
such a work of art. But that’s one of the beautiful things
about crazy cool cakes: you don’t have to figure out
where to put it—you just eat it! All you need to do
is take photographs of it beforehand and it will be
preserved forever. Kids, on the other hand, are seldom
bashful about eating my cakes. The twelve-yearold batch of boys wasted no time in consuming the
“Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 2” cake. My heart
sang as they mutilated Flint Lockwood, sliced into the
Breakfast Bog and raided Rock Candy Mountain.
People tell me all the time that I should sell my
cakes. I always respond by saying it’s just a hobby.
Perhaps one day I will look into starting a cake
decorating business on the side, but for now, I look
forward to all the future birthday cakes in store for me.
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Besties
Connie Townsend
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Turtledove Bounce
Ann Cummins and Steve Willis
Hick Norris was on his way to war when he saw a girl
with hair that sprang from her face like Alleghany
flyback grass. Her name was Pearl. Heat rose in his
blood. Must be what he’d heard called love. He heard
the song of a turtledove.
It was 1917. And maybe he heard the ping of bullets,
the rumble of tanks. And maybe he heard the groans
of the dying. But war was just a whisper behind the
bellowing dove. Most certainly, he heard the victory
bells, war’s end, and the engines of the USS West
Virginia that would take him back to her. For the time
of love had come. He sang the song of the turtledove:

My bird will sing, she’ll bill and coo
I know this feeling must be true
The wings of love will cover you

But he didn’t hear treachery in the air when he got
back home. That silent tavern when he entered wearing
infantry blues. He asked jobless men about jobs.
Something at the coal mine. Or that glass factory just
across the street.
And he didn’t see the kill in their eyes when he asked
around about the girl with flyback hair. For Hick was a
newcomer, and Pearl, a homegrown girl, much beloved.
Moundsville, West Virginia. You can’t miss the burying
ground. Round hill of long dead Indians from way
before it was a white man’s town. Ohio River Landing,
where they kept the state lockdown.
Right there is the prison built by captive Rebel men.
They built a cell for two, they added four then eight,
and finally had a sixteen-man coffin. There’s a slick
revolving door on the West Virginia Penn. Always lets
the ghosts spin out and pulls the living in.

A town full of ghosts and hard luck men. So loudly
sang the turtledove that Hick didn’t hear footsteps
behind him. Steel slicing air. That rounder with a
razor. The thief who took his ear.
Just.
		Like.
				That.
Pearls before swine! Pearls before swine! The time of
sorrow had come. He heard the wail of the Mourning
Dove: “What chance have you a one-eared man
when the quitting whistle blows. Free up the ghosts
of working men from their graves down in Peabody
Coal. You’ll smell the sulfur in the air when the hot
glass furnace glows.”
The air was yellow with infection. The houses tented
in quarantine.
And one was hers.
Pearl, with her eyes like doves, bald, hair lost to fever
dreams. Moundsville wept to hear her vow she’d
never go out again.
But Hick was glad! He asked. She said yes. And then,
she was his homegrown girl, home forever more.
He sang, “Hey now, hey now, how do you feel? Stay
now, stay now, this love is real. You got me singing
turtledove.”
And he took himself off to Wheeling, where the
Waxman made him an ear of wax. How he attached
it, we never found out.
And he didn’t go to an early grave at Peabody Coal,
but worked the furnace room at Fostoria Glass. And
it’s said the wax ear melted slowly, bit by bit, day by
day. So Hick bought himself a new one every spring.
And he never lost heart. And neither did Pearl. For the
time of song had come. They heard the voice of the
turtledove.

Visit Tiki Talks at curiosmagazine.org for an interview with the author.
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Here I lay
Paralyzed with fear
Anonymous fear
Fear of everything, but nothing
in particular
Heart racing…fingers clenching…mind following.
Circling round and round the thoughts race back and forth only to appear
again ready to start the cycle
over again
Cognizant of the idiocy of it all…and yet…unable to rein in the fear, the doubt,
the worries like a giant wave of water that threatens to suffocate me.
What would a day be without these fears, these thoughts that control me?
I can’t imagine.
I don’t remember a time without them.

I can’t look past the hopelessness that smothers what is (or was) me.
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MICHELE MOSCO

THIS IS WHAT MENTAL
ILLNESS FEELS LIKE

CALIFORNIA SUNSET • RANDY MCNIFF

“Better”
Trey L. Haiah
1.
Tell yourself that you’re worth it, even if you
know it isn’t true. It’ll make you feel better, because
who cares about the truth when lying makes everyone
happier, anyway? Because who cares that the truth can
sometimes be the scariest thing you face every day?
Because who cares if lying to yourself makes you feel
better when nothing else will? But tell yourself you’re
worth it. At least you can pretend.
2.
Look at yourself in the mirror. Keep eye
contact. As intimidating as it may be, don’t blink.
Blinking is a sign of your weakness. Stare into the
reflective surface until all you can see is green and
the whites of your eyes. Let everything fade away. Let
yourself fade away. Drift into the cosmic unknown
until your eyes burn from lack of moisture. Blink.
(You’re so weak.)
3.
Practice smiling in the mirror so it seems
more real. No. Smile with your eyes so people know
you’re okay. No. Smile with your energy. “Fake it ‘till
you make it,” right? If you pretend to be happier, then
you will be happier. Then practice again, and again,
because practice makes permanent. (You never get
anything right.) Practice more. Make yourself believe.
4.
Practice your laugh. Happy people laugh.
You’re happy, aren’t you? Laugh. Laugh at yourself.
Laugh at your life. Laugh because you thought you
could do this; you thought you could get it right for
once. (What a stupid thing to think. You’re such an
idiot.) Laugh anyway.
5.
Text your friends about your problems.
(Nobody has the time for you though. Waste of space
and energy.) No. You’re not. Text your friends. Tell
them it’s important. Pour your heart out to them.
Discuss hypotheticals. Pretend you’re okay. You’re
okay. You’re okay. You’re okay. It’s just a hypothetical
anyway. Don’t worry about it. Ask them to forgive you
for wasting their time. They do. They tell you it’s never
a problem at all. They remind you that they love you.
You pretend to believe them, even though you’re sure
they’re lying.
6.
Tell them you love them too. Because you do.
It’s much easier to love things that aren’t so flawed.
Remind yourself how flawed you are. Remember steps
1, 3 and 4? Do those again. Perfect them. Only steps 3
and 4 matter. Lying to yourself only gets you so far.

7.
Hold a knife against your wrist, but don’t
summon up the courage to cut, because physical
proof of your condition is damning. Hold a knife
against your leg. Press the blade deep into your skin
until the pain is all you can focus on. Let everything
fade away. Thinking about nothing is always the best
thing to think about. Toss the knife away from you
because you’re better than this. (You’re absolutely not)
but somehow you manage to believe you’re better
than this. Cover yourself up. Wear pants. Denim is
harder to cut through than cotton.
8.
Hide the knife. Throw it away. Forget the knife
existed. The sooner it’s gone, the better everyone will
be. No one needs that knife. There are many more
knives out there. Knives that do better and shine
better. Prettier knives. Smarter knives. The one you
had was dull anyway. Forget about the knife. It’ll make
you feel better.
9.
Cry. Absolutely, just cry. Let out all the fuckedup emotions. Crying makes you feel better—whatever
“better” means. Cry until you have no tears left to cry.
Then, just sob quietly to yourself. Don’t bother other
people with your pain. (The less time they focus on
you, the better off they’ll be.)
10.
Go to sleep. Not the real sleep, but the
kind where you lie awake for hours contemplating
everything you’ve done wrong in your life. Think
about all the moments that make you cringe and how
everyone probably remembers and judges you for
them. Think about how much more successful other
people are. Compare yourself to other people—better
people. Realize how much more important they are
than you. Cry again if there’s anything left within you.
It’ll help you fall asleep.
11.
Wake up. Stay in bed. Blame yourself for your
lack of energy and ambition. Go back to sleep. You’re
always so tired—you need to sleep. Spend the entire
day in bed. Don’t get up to eat. Just sleep.
12.
Complain to yourself (because no one else
will listen) that no matter how much sleep you seem
to get, you always seem to be tired. Plan to start
a schedule that will help you wake up on time, eat
healthy foods, and remember to take care of yourself.
Once the schedule is finished, throw it away. You’d
never use it anyway. Scold yourself for believing you’d
change. (You’re such a fuck-up.)
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13.
Sing. Sing any song, out loud. It’s not so much
the act of singing that will make you feel better, but
more the idea of “screaming your lungs out until your
chest burns so you actually feel something again”
that’ll help. Scream-sing as loud as you can. Release
your pain into the air. Scream until you lose your
voice. (No one wants to hear what you have to say
anyway.)
14.
Think to yourself, since that’s pretty much
all you can do. You’re basically dumb now. Become
comfortable in your silence. (It’s easier to hear yourself
think when you don’t spit so much stupid from your
mouth. Oh, you can hear me better now, can’t you?
Your inner voice, set free. That’s better. Listen closely,
you insignificant piece of garbage—nobody likes you.
It’s all pretend. You are valueless to the society you live
in. You take up too much space. You waste the time of
everyone around you. Just. Go. Die . . .)
15.
Shut up the voice in your head. Tune it out
with music, or television. Don’t let it talk to you like
that. You hate it when it walks all over you. You aren’t
garbage (you are). You’re NOT garbage. Repeat step 1.
You’re worth it.
16.
Pretend that voice in your head is somebody
you hate. Would you believe those things if that
person said them to you? (Yes.) You shouldn’t. Laugh
in their face. Roll your eyes. How can you believe the
horrible things coming from the mouth of someone
you disrespect? You can’t. You shouldn’t. Don’t believe
that voice in your head when it tells you that you
aren’t good enough.

18.
Progress. You will progress. Slowly. Things take
time, but things will get better. Learn how to smile,
to actually smile. Find that something that makes
you genuinely happy. Stick with it. Nurture it. Make it
your own. (It’s garbage) No it ISN’T. You are valuable
and important. The things you care about are also
valuable and important. Ignore anything that tells you
otherwise. You matter. (You don’t) YOU MATTER.
19.
That voice in your head. It’s still there (hello),
but it’s weaker now. It still tries to fight you now
and again, and sometimes you want to believe it.
Sometimes you give it the power to tell you all the
wrong things—the things you shouldn’t be telling
yourself, but you do. It’s hard to cope. Revert back
to everything you were before. (Back to the piece of
nothing you were.)
20.
No! Fight BACK! If that voice is shouting at
you, then shout at it louder! (You’re stupid) You are
intelligent! (Nobody likes you) You are loved! (You
are a failure) You are successful! Shout at that voice
until it becomes nothing but a whisper in the back
of your mind. Silence it. Put it in timeout for being
so disrespectful and rude. Tell it that, if it can’t say
anything nice, then it can’t say anything at all.
21.
Love yourself. Unconditionally and truly. It’s
still hard. But it’s so worth it. Smile and laugh sincerely.
Don’t be afraid of your emotions, but don’t be afraid
to take control of them when they get out of hand. The
battle isn’t over, but it’s a battle worth fighting, because in
the end, you will feel better for it.

BULB • NINA DIHLMANN

17.
Ask for help. This is so, so, so hard. Do it
anyway. Tell somebody you trust. Trust that they’ll

help you. (Nobody cares about you.) They DO care
about you! Just let everything off your chest. Cry. Be
vulnerable. You are strong.
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